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The Wedgwood Slave Medallion 
Values in Eighteenth-century Design 

Mary Guyatt 

Although the ceramic 'slave medallion' made by Wedgwood for the Society for the 
Abolition ofthe Slave Trade in 1787 may be said to be well known-by virtue of its 
wide distribution and its prominence in museum collections-there is in fact only a small 
body of literature relating to it. This paper, centred on the medallion, raises issues 
concerning the object's emotive imagery, its appropriation by individuals and the nature 4 
Josiah Wedgwood's personal involvement in its production and distribution. It also 
examines the existing literature on the history of the abolition of the transatlantic slave 
trade and late eighteenth-century fashionability in order to contextualize this object and 
attempt to explain why it has never received more than cursory attention. 
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Introduction 

Some had them inlaid in gold in the lids of their snuff- - 
boxes. Of the ladies, some wore them in bracelets, and 
others had them fitted up in an ornamental manner as 
pins for their hair. At length the taste for wearing them 
became general, and thus a fashion, which usually con- 
hnes itself to worthless things, was seen for once in the 
honourable office of promoting the cause of justice, 
humanity and keedom.' 

The above words refer to the 'slave medallion' 
produced in 1787 by one of the most famous of 
British potters and businessmen, Josiah Wedgwood 
(1730-95), as his very personal contribution to the 
campaign for the abolition of the slave trade [I]. 
Originally intended to be worn by abolitionists as a 
means of identifying them with the cause, the 
medallion was essentially a ceramic cameo depicting 
a black male in cham below the words 'AM I NOT 
A MAN AND A BROTHER?' [2]. Given the 
popularity of neo-classical decoration at the time, 
ceramic cameos of numerous designs were findm 
decorative items, based on the carved gemstone 
miniatures of antiquity. These ceramics, frequently 
set into hrniture and jewellery, were also a product Fig I .  PO-t ofj -a  wedgwood in 1783. Engnved by S. W. 
particularly associated with the Wedgwood firm, Re~noldr a phinting by Sir J o s h  Reynolds 
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from a total of 1.733 different cameos, depicting 
everyone and everything from Oliver CromwelJ to 
a mad, drunken fawn.' But whilst some members of 
this enormous group of ceramic goods have since 
disappeared into obscurity, the slave medahon is now 
firndy established as a 'museum piece'-considered 
by Wedgwood experts and biographers as a technic- 
ally brilliant piece of je\vellery representative of the 
man's magnanimity, and by historians of the abolition 
movement as a piece of propaganda central to the 
impassioned campaign for the ending of the transat- 
lantic slave tradc in the closing decades of the eight- 
eenth century. 

Despite the fact that it has been an object discussed 
readily by the above parties, the slave medalhon has 
so far reccived inadequate coverage: presented as 
either a piece ofjewellery or as a piece of propaganda, 
rarely has it been discussed in both contexts at once. 
This is something reflected in the opposing ways in 
which the Victoria and Albert Museun~ and the 
British Museum have displayed their respective ex- 
amples: whilst the slave medallion belonging to the 
former institution is almost lost amongst an array of 
stylistically related Wedgwood miniatures, the British 
Museunl's version is displayed in a thematic case 
houcing a collection of eighteenth-century political 
ephemera.' In fact. the opening description, taken 
from the 1808 memoirs of Thomas Clarkson (1 7 6 ( b  
1846). a leading abolitionist of the period 141. is the 

Fig 2. The Wedgwood slave medalhon o f  1787. Actual height 
approximately 35 mm 

made possible by their development of a requisite 
pure-white 'jasper' clay in the early 1770s [3]. By the 
end of that decade, their customers could choose 
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understanding of the medalhon's contribution to 

Fig 4. Porait of Tho- Clarkson. Engraved by C. Turner after 
a painting by Chalon 

sole attempt yet made to contextuahze the medalhon 
in terms of both its status as fishonable jewellery and 
influential political tool. Though in part this may be 
explained by the object's pertinence to two distinct 
and polarized fields, it has without a doubt been 
compounded by the long-standmg and lamentable 
disinterest in non-white subjects that existed in 
historical discourse prior to the relatively recent 
advent of post-colonial criticism and the reassess- 
ments which this has p rod~ced .~  

The first aim is, therefore, to place the medallion 
right at the centre of the discussion, drawing fiom 
and expanding upon a body of literature which 
includes Robin Blackbum's exhaustive study, The 
Overthrow of Colonial S l a ~ e r y ; ~  Linda Colley's Britons, 
an investigation of British national identity in the 
eighteenth century;%e various essays that make up 
l'gnatius Sancho: An A h a n  Man of Letten, a book 
written to accompany the loan of Thomas Gainsbor- 
ough's Portrait of lgnatius Satuho to the National 
Portrait Gallery in 1997;7 and, not least, Robin 
Redly's recent biography, Josiah Wedgwood." Not 
only will thls approach provide us with a better 

the British abolition movement, but it will also 
enable us to reassess Wedgwood's role in the story 
and to explore more f U y  the object itself. 

The second aim of this paper is to situate the 
discussion alongside the recent literature that has 
examined the relationshp between visual and mater- 
ial culture and the historical encounters of people of 
Merent races and relqqons. Such titles include David 
Dabydeen's Hogarth's Blacks, an art-hstorical analysis 
of the representation of blacks in William Hogarth's 
studles of eighteenth-century British society; Annie 
Coombes' Reinventing Africa, a history of the display 
and interpretation of Afiican culture in Britain during 
the period 1890-1918;9 and most recent of all, 
Colonialism and the Object, a collection of essays 
edlted by Tim Barringer and Tom Flynn that 
uncovers the effects of imperial expansion on cultural 
production through a range of material e~arnples.'~ 
Though these studies may concentrate on merent  
periods and Merent types of objects, by adopting 
their shared conceptual framework we may begin to 
appreciate the value of the Wedgwood slave medal- 
lion as a device through which to explore the nature 
of late eighteenth-century cross-cultural contact. 

The abolition movement in late 
eighteenth-century Britain 
If eighteenth-century Britain is to be viewed as an age 
of tea-sipping politeness it should also be seen as a 
time of extreme cruelty and barbarity, as slave- 
traders, slave-owners and the consuming public all 
benefited, either financially or materially, fiom the 
exploitation of over eleven d o n  f i c a n  lives. 
Arguments in hvour of what now seems such an 
obscene practice ranged from the theory espoused by 
plantation owners and slave-traders that blacks were 
an entirely separate species, to the assumption that the 
British economy was dependent on colonial trade and 
the slave labour that that entailed. Bo& science and 
theology were used to support these views." 

However, by the second half of the century slavery 
was beginning to be questioned by a vociferous 
minority.'' The impetus appears to have come fiom 
moves in Enhghtenment philosophy away from the 
above modes of & d i n g  and towards a pervasive 
sense of man as a social being whose own happiness 



would ultimately depend on his living in a thriving 
community, a state which in turn depended on the 
liberty of all its members, whatever their class, creed 
or  colour." Though not all contemporaries had 
access to the learned writings of men such as Mon- 
tesquleu, Hutcheson and Smith, anti-slavery senti- 
ment was also to be heard at the pulpit.14 It was 
members of the non-conformist churches who parti- 
cularly concerned themselves with abolition, that is, 
Quakers, Baptists, Methodists and Unitarians." Nor 
should the individual's ability to be moved against the 
slave trade by events quite outside the arena of 
religious rhetoric be underestimatebreading 
Thomas Day's epic 7he Dying Negro, or through 
seeing Aphra Behn's dramatic romance Oroonoko, 
for instance.I6 And whilst only travellers might have 
observed the horrors of the slave trade at first hand, 
shackles and thumbscrews used for restraining slaves 
were openly displayed for sale in Liverpool shop 
windows." Undoubtedly, people were also troubled 
by inconsistencies in the Enghh law. In 1772, for 
example, Somerset, a Virginian slave who had run 
away horn his master in London, was heed by the 
courts on the basis that once on Enghh soil there was 
no law that entitled one man to own another. 
Clearly, this exposed monumental national hypoc- 
risy, for the country was 'fkeeing Negro slaves in 
England while producing new ones on the African 
coast'.18 Meanwhile, as late as 1783, large numbers of 
the public followed the details of a court case brought 
by an insurance company against the owners of the 
Zung, a slave-ship, who had demanded recompense 
for the profit lost when their captain threw 132 slaves 
overboard when the vessel ran out of drinking water. 
During the hearing it was argued that 'the case of 
slaves was the same as if horses had been thrown 
overboard' and to hear humans being equated with 
horses must have sickened 

Josiah Wedgwood's personal 
contribution to the anti-slavery cause 
As a result of these vanous currents, anti-slavery, 
formally manifested in the Society for the Abolition 
of the Slave Trade, was a popular cause by the late 
1780sm As a Unitarian acquainted with other leading 
abolitionists and as a businessman with contacts in 
Liverpool (the foremost slave port of the day), it was 

not surprising that Josiah Wedgwood should have 
been one of the thousands to join the Society at its 
inauguration in 1787. Presumably because his name 
carried much weight, within months he was Invited 
to join the Society's Committee. 

Having accepted the appointment, the time 
Wedgwood committed to the a& of the Commit- 
tee was limited to the short periods he spent in the 
capital each year.21 Instead, and perhaps more appro- 
priately, his major contribution to promoting the 
cause was a material one, in the form of the slave 
medallion. The existing literature indicates that the 
sculptor Henry Webber drafted the figure and that his 
design was subsequently modelled at the Wedgwood 
factory at Etruria, StafFordshire by the jasper specialist 
William Hackwood. However, given Josiah Wedg- 
wood's very personal involvement in the project, it is 
fair to suggest that he would have had some influence 
over the eventual design. In any case, smce he is 
popularly credited as the originator of the motto 'Am 
I not a man and a brother?', the piece is now M y  
established as a Wedgwood 'original'.22 Although the 
medallion is never referred to directly in the Com- 
mittee minutes, it is clear fkom the way that they 
illustrated the Society's publications with the now 
famous plan of the Brookes, a grossly overcrowded 
slave-ship, that they appreciated the necessity of 
finding suitably emotive images to further their 
cause [5].27 As a consequence, for the purposes of 
this paper we shall speak of the medallion as a product 
both of the abolition movement in general and of 
Josiah Wedgwood in particular. 

Precisely how many medallions were produced is 
unknown, nor how many variants there were. But 
basing our figures on the level of demand indicated 
by the 15,050 copies of Clarkson's pamphlet, A 
S u m m a r y  Mew of the Slave Trade, distributed to s u p  
porters in the Society's first m e e n  months, it can be 
presumed that demand for the medallion was of a 
comparable scale.24 Meeting this demand would 
certainly have been feasible given the simple and 
familiar production techniques involved and the 
existing scale of operation at the Etruria factory [6]. 
Despite the existence of larger and coloured medal- 
lions, the monochrome form illustrated in [2] is the 
standard type. 

It may be assumed that the medallions were 
distributed through the Society network, as it is 
recorded that Wedgwood sent parcels to both Clark- 
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Fig 5. Plan and sections 
of the b k c s  slave-ship. 
These were used in the 
publicity material 
produced by the Society 
for the Abolition of the 
Slave Tnde 

son and Benjamin Franklin, then President of the 
Philadelphia Society for the Abolition of Slavery.25 It 
is generally accepted that Wedgwood himself bore 
the production and distribution costs, and of these it 
can only be said that medallions of a similar size were 
commercially retailing at three guineas each.26 Cer- 
t a d y  the Committee minutes do not record any 
payment being made to Wedgwood and the source 
which claims that the medalhons were 'distributed 
gratuitously as well as sold' should be ignored, as this 
comment probably arises from a cordhion between 
Wedgwood's free slave medallions and the copies 
made for retail by the Sdordshire pottery, T. & 
J. Hollins [7JZ7 It is clear from Clarkson's opening 
comment that following their launch in 1787 the 
medallions were soon in general circulation. 

Wearing the slave medalhon 
Though it is no longer possible to identlfj the 
individuals who received the medalhons, it is appar- 
ent from Clarkson's account that they were worn by 
both sexes. He also describes how both men and 
women took it upon themselves to customize the 
piece at their own expense, with men setting theirs in 
p h  metal mounts or snuff-boxes, and with women 
having theirs inlaid in hair-pins and bracelets. 
Although it may at k t  seem startling that such an 
image of human sdering was used to decorate a 
lady's hair ornament or bracelet, Clarkson's descrip- 

tion does in fact show a mutually advantageous 
reciprocity between two objects of unequal moral 
worth: fhvolous jewellery was lent moral value by the 
incorporation of an image associated with a popular 
and honourable cause, whilst the rather stark medal- 
lion was made more accessible to women by its 
transformation into a recognizably feminine decora- 
tive luxury. And perhaps because the image itself is 
unashamedly rnascuhne, the process of feminization 
would have also helped to lessen the potential 
embarrassment experienced by women wearing 
images of semi-naked black males.28 This is not to 
deny that the romantic exoticism contained in such 
an image could be part of the attraction for women 
wearers (something that w d  be dscussed further on): 
rather that the slave's mascuhity had to be correctly 
'dressed up', not only by drapery but also through the 
addtion of further ornamentation. 

Male wearers, meanwhile, would not have encoun- 
tered such problems. The simple mount into whtch 
the medalhons were usually set [2] was already a 
recognizably 'male' ornament, derived from the 
Renaissance medal. Despite literature suggesting that 
'male abolitionists were generally agreed that the 
petitioning of Parliament was the province of adult 
males',29 and although his company had long been 
manuhcturing products aimed specifically at the 
female market (e.g. the hau comb illustrated in 
[3] ),w there is no sense that Wedgwood only intended 
men to make use ofthe medallion. On the contrary, he 
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Fig 7. Medallion made by T. & J. Hollins in the 1790s 

Fig 6. A nmdrm photograph thowng a craficrnan at the 
Wedgwmd factory applying p p c r  rchef figure\ t o  a pot Thr 
procec~ hd5 not changed 5lnc'r the 1770s 

considered his female acquaintances perfectly worthy 
converts to  the abolitionist cause." Therefore, it 
seems that the custolntzatlon dcscrlbed by Clarkson 
W A ~  5tniply '1 result o f  the fact that the medalhon w ~ c  .I 

non-comrnerc~al ptCce whtch \vearcrs of  both w w s  
c.ould choose to  nlount as they \v~shcd. 

I>espite the ~ n ~ p l i c t t  need to express onc'q wpport  
for abolit~on in correctly gendered ternis, thcrc \va5 a 
general xvillingnesc to  'sho\v one's colours' in eight- 
eenth-century British wcietl;. Accordtng to Lcora 
.4urlander'$ theory that pcrson~l  powstions took on 
J niore e ~ p r ~ 4 v e  fimctioti in period$ charactenzed 
by ne\vly \\.on polttlcal ~ n i a n ~ ~ p a t ~ o ~ i .  ever CIIIC-c thc 
I<cstor'ition .In abundmcc o f  material \ v a m  had been 
nlade for ~ndtvtduals keen to conlmuntcate thelr 

medallion as a form of  propaganda must be that it 
cotnmunicates on dual levels. Put simply, that a 
medallion is worn by an individual shows the 
degree o f  support for an organization, whilst the 
image used shows what the organization stands for. 
Both have the power to recruit new mernbers. 

If donning the slave medallion signified a volun- 
tary decision. partly expressing a belief in the power 
of  the individual holitlonrct's voice, \ve must now 
begm to cxmltne the ~nlage itselfl. an esarninatlon 
that \vtll in course reveal the breadth of the aboli- 
tionists' aims. the devices they en~ployed to meet 
these aims, and crucially. ho\v they chose to per- 
ceive the b l x k  race. 

Reading the medallion 

Thr Atini.~ t h ~ t  curted in the popul~r 1111.1gn~tlon \\.a< .In 

~dzologc~l  \pee . . ~ n h ~ b l t t d  b! .I twp~~l.lt~cin ~ t v p r d  .I 
dl\p.lr,ite .and ~~ltlnlacl\  iontr~ii~cton- rmgc of r.~ct.li 

tr.ut,. I<ryrt.\t.~lt.rt~cl~~\ ot' thr Aini.111 n e r c .  .rnd .ire. ?\.I- 

Jcntl! ncv ' t i ~ r d '  hut t ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ e n t l v  rccoup~hlc .lnd v.ln.tble. 
L i ~ p d ~ , ~ g  ~ I I C  p l l t 1 ~ ~ . 1 1  C \ I ~ ~ I I C I C \  oi MI\ ,  \ p ? ~ ~ t k  h ~ q -  
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Fig 8. Badge worn by m m b m  of the Anti-Gallican Society, 
1756-70 

torical conjuncture. As such, they necessarily tell us more 
about the nexus of European interests in African &n . . . 
than they do about A£iica and the Afi i~an.~~ 

Though it may seem an obvious point, it is important 
to stress that the slave featured on the medallion was 
not the only motifthe abolitionists could have used to 
promote their cause. It therefore follows that in 
settling upon thls one design, they either Wed to 
conceive of, or actively dismissed, an alternative. And 
assuming that the slave was the design that best 
expressed their impassioned aims via a visual voca- 
bulary that could be understood easlly by a European 
audience, the above extract fiom Annie Coombes' 
Reinventing A&ca reminds us that in adopting this 
existing vocabulary, the abolitionists, whatever their 
ultimate aims, were also likely to be reinforcing 
popular racial myths-a point that will become 
increasingly apparent in the following discussion. 

At first glance, the figure on the medallion is a simple 
depiction of human sdering designed to commun- 
icate the abolitionists humanitarian concerns. An 
immediacy of understanding is ficilitated both by the 
moulded motto 'AM I NOT A MAN AND A 
BROTHER?', and the fict that the figure is shown - 

shackled hand and foot. In terms of communicating its 
subject, the designer's eventual decision to use a black 
relief on a white ground was particularly successful in 
that it presenred the slave 'in his own native c~lour',~' 
whilst at the same time drawing out his characteristi- 
cally Afiican features-rwo things that enabled the 
viewer to grasp in an instant that the figure portrayed 
was an Atiican slave.35 More subtly, the silhouette- 
effect heightened the slave's shadow-like existence and 
depersonalized him to the extent that he could repres- 
ent hs entire race and thus remind the audience of the 
scale of the 'crime' abolitionists felt slavery to be.36 

Reflecting the fact that several centuries of captiv- 
ity had lefi many slaves speaking European languages 
and worshipping as Christians, the slave depicted on 
the Wedgwood medallion shares characteristics with 
his audience in that he is clearly a Westernized figure: 
as well as speaking their language, the words he utters 
are themselves strangely reminiscent of the language 
of scripture. Indeed, given the fact that Clarkson 
described the slave as 'kneeling with one knee upon 
the ground, and with both hands Mied u p  to 
~eaven ' ,~ '  it seems probable that the designer 
intended him to resemble supplicating figures fiom 
Christian iconography. After all, 'when the Negro 
was categorized simply as a black, a heathen, or a 
savage, he could be no more than an impersonal 
object that men manipulated for certain purposes.'3R 

Yet as we study the medahon more deeply, it 
becomes increasingly clear that the abolitionists held 
confused and sometimes contradictory ideas about 
the intended recipients of their humanitarian work. If 
at a certain level they aimed to present the slave as 
someone who shared everything in common with 
them except for the colour of his skin, on another 
level they clearly meant to keep their distance: not 
only is the slave depicted in a weak posture, suppli- 
cating on bended knees and emasculated by his 
chains, but it is implicit that his appeal is addressed 
to white society as well as to Hea~en. '~  And since 
supplication demands that a hierarchy of power is 
established, the slave is clearly the submissive party, a 
non-threatening object whose purpose is to arouse 
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pity in the hearts of  potential converts to the aboli- 
tionists' cause. Indeed, Wedpvood,  when suggesting 
that a woodcut o f  the same slave be used to introduce 
a Society pamphlet, described h n ~  as a 'pathetic 
figure' which would 'increase its effect ~ o m e w h a t ' . ~ "  
Writing in a similar tone, the potter's friend, Erasnlus 
Darwin, pitied the 'Poor fettter'd slave on  bended 
knee, From Britain's sons imploring to be free.'" But 
even though this unsophisticated mode of representa- 
tion was designed to gain the viewer's sympathy, that 
the slave is depicted surrendering to the w h t e  man's 
will also suggests a condescending attitude towards 
him and his kind, a difficulty that Linda Colley 
highlights in  her recent study, Britons: 

Although anti-slavery propaganda relayed a great many 
anecdotes of suffering blacks, it was not concerned with 
realism. The dominant lmage continued to be that of 
Josiah Wedgwood's famous. ceramic badge: a black marl 
crying out, 'Am I not a man and a brother?', but doing 
so from the safe position of his knees. Slaves, in short did 
not threaten . . . bestowing ficedom upon them seemed 
therefore purely an act of humanity and wilL4' 

If, o n  the one  hand, the slave was to  be pitied, it also 
appears that the abolitionists wished to present him as 
an eminently dignified figure: rather than breaking out  
ofhis chains through h s  own brute force, he is shown 
patiently waiting for his white master to liberate him 
via an act of  Parliament. Paradoxically. then, though a 
victim, the slave is elevated to the status o f a  hcro. This 
reading is substantiated both by the fact that the slave 
o n  the medallion takec his place in a line of eminent 
contemporaries and past heroes whom the Wcdg- 
wood company had been depicting in cornn~ercially 
sold rniniaturec since the 1770~.  and also by the 
enomlous presence of  the 'noble savage' in contenl- 
porary a n  and l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~ '  

Essentially a fictional entity held up to white society 

ac a model of  innocence. happ~necc and virtue. the 
noble savage \vas a ctock character \\ h o  first appeared In 
European l~terature In the eeventeenth centurv Wear- 
lng a range of  rac~al gulscs from the Afncan to thc 
Polynesian, over the following century the cavage \vae 
to appear in ~ v r i t i n p  as far apart as Rouswau's 0rip.i 
Irteqrcality o f  176 1 and Thomas L)a)"i centin~cntal 
p o e n ~ .  7 1 ~  D ) * i t ~ q  Srqro.  before bemg adopted by thc 
abolition nlowrnrnt  a5 an appropriately synlpathc.tic 
t i p r e  to  be teatured In t h m  p r ~ ~ d ~ d ~ i d ~ . ~ ~  Iioivc.vc.r. 
if t h ~ s  e s p l a m  the hk+ ~r~ i luencr  ot'rhc. ~ loh le  i.1va~3 

on the Wedgvood  slave medallion. it is important to 
stress that the eighteenth century also fostered a savage 
of another temperament entirely-this tecond char- 
acter a 'terrifying avenger. . . demanding as many drops 
of  blood as he had shed through centuries of  oppres- 
 ion."'^ And in spite of  the obvious inconsistency, this 
belligerent savage could also be a hero, 'for this would 
be how the European should want to act if he were a 
slave."" In terms of  abolitionist propaganda. this 
second figure only began to appear once it became 
clear that slaves could assert their rights to freedom. for 
instance after the 1791 slave revolt at St. Donllnique. 
Henry Fuseli's painting, T71e iYqro Revetqed, executed 
in 1807 (perhaps s ipf icant ly,  this was also the year the 
slave trade was finally abolished), is one such piece [9]. 
Interestingly, this image is also important in  that it 
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shows that white Europeans had already begun to 
mythologize the supposed virility of the black male, 
something that would explain why our slave is such a 
graceful figure." 

In attempting to understand why the abolitionists 
used images of blacks derived Gom these two stereo- 
typical extremes, it is important to remember that 
political propaganda has never been known for 
employing moderate images.48 Furthermore, as the 
European country most deeply embroiled in the 
transatlantic slave trade, British guilt was such that 
as the abolition movement gained ground, witnesses 
for the cause were c b g  that f i cans  were 'really 
a l l  born Heroes . . . there never was a rascal or coward 
of that nation.'49 In fact, so great was the tendency to 
apologize that even such rational thinkers as Adam 
Smith were drawn into describing slaves in unreserv- 
edly favourable terms: 

There is not a Negro from the coast of Ajiica who docs 
not . . . possess a degree of magnanimity which the soul 
of his sordid master fi too often scarce upable of rccciv- 
ing. Fortune never exerted more cruelly her empire over 
rnanlund than when she subjected those nations of heroes 
to the refuse of the gaols of ~ u r o p e . ~  

In summary, the slave's confused depiction was a 
reflection of the conflicting demands the medallion 
had to meet, namely, the need to communicate its 
subject speedily and positively, whilst simultaneously 
gaining the viewer's sympathy and arousing his or her 
admmtion. In doing so the designers could use only 
the conceptual framework they had before them, a 
fi-amework so informed by established racial stereo- 
types that it was perfectly permissible to present the 
slave as a man like themselves one moment, and as a 
hero or a victim the next. And if the above discussion 
suggests the underlying reasons why the slave medal- 
lion takes the form it does, it ought also to be 
apparent that the abolition movement was less 
straightforward than might previously have been 
imagined. In the light of these findinp, it is necessary 
to reassess Wedgwood's role in the project Gom a 
similarly critical perspective. 

Phhnthropist or opportunist? 
Through Neil McKendrick's analysis of Wedgwood's 
marketing strategies, the latter has come to be known 
as a notoriously subtle and expert self-publicist, 

reputedly using all available means to advertise h 
firm and increase its profits.51 Even the slave medal- 
lion is identified as just another madestation of the 
ongoing campaign against the 'helpless' consumer: 

No public event . . . lacked its cornrncrcd opportunities 
for Wedgwood . . . the rise of Methodism, the Shve 
Trade conmveny, and the Peace with France werc all 
given ceramic expression: Wesley, printed in black by 
Sadler and Green, on a Wedgwoud teapot; hvery on the 
fvnous jasper medallion of the kneeling slave, asking 'Am 
I not a man and a b ro th~r?"~  

Although the d e d  of the above extract is vitiated by 
McKendrick's misconception that the medallion was 
sold for profit, the argument contained therem--that 
Wedgwood would sink to any depths in the pursuit 
of commercial gain-is not necessarily weakened. 
For it could be argued that by producing the 
medallion for Gee, Wedgwood both gained publicity 
and enhanced his reputation as a philanthropist. In 
view of the great range of marketing tools used by hn 
company, it might be f%r to say that he was perfectly 
capable of such a subtle publicity device. In fact, the 
entire abolition movement has been seen as a con- 
venient 'emblem of national virtue'," appropriated 
by middle-class businessmen like Wedgwood as a 
means of securing moral authority as a substitute for 
the titles they were born without: 

Antl-slavery was an extension of the noble philanthropic 
tradition . . . the new ideal of individual mponsibility 
appealed particularly to the merchant elite who, though 
kcking inherited statuc, could at least prove their moral 
worth by increving the security of the less for run at^.^ 

Such an a p p d  of Wedgwood's motivation is, 
however, questionable; not only is it inconceivable 
that anyone would immerse themselves in a cause to 
such depths simply in order to enhance their status, 
but because abolition was still a minority cause even 
in the 1790s. the medallion may have actually lost 
him customers, especially those at the upper end of 
the market who relied on slavery to maintain their 
overseas interests. 

Commerce and consistency 
Although there is little doubt that Wedgwood 
engaged in the anti-slavery movement for genuine 
moral reasons, the man's biographical notes remain 
interesbng in that they reveal the early abolitionists' 



inability to campaign on a scale necessary to ensure 
permanent political support or  to affect the indi- 
vidual's actions.55 In the 1760s, for instance, Wedg- 
wood sold out-of-date stock to suppliers in the West 
Indies, whilst in 1775 he accepted a commission to 
make a 'nest of baths' for an African king, a man who 
was in all likelihood a slave-trader.% This commission 
was communicated to him in a letter from his agent, 
Thomas Bentley, who was then responsible for the 
export wares leaving Liverpool: 

The above are to please the hncy of a black kmg of 
Afiica to wash himself out of. They scmp the water 
upon them and like to have room and plenty of water-- 
pray do this if you can and as soon as you can--and be 
moderate in the charge for ~f the above should please his 
majesty perhaps his subjects m y  fancy the same !un& 

which d be no bad thing for the pot trade.57 

At first it may seem highly bnclful, not to say unjust, 
to Imagine that t h  king was a slave-trader. But the 
circumstantial evidence in favour of such a reading is 
macapable. First, statistical research into shipping 
records reveals that around this penod over ninety- 
five per cent of ships travelling &om Liverpool to 
Africa were slave-trading vessels.58 This makes it ex- 
tremely likely that the order, as well as the basins 
themselves, were carried between the two continents 
aboard a slave-ship. Second, when European slave- 
ships moored along the coast of West A6ica there was 
a 'stock' of slaves ready and waiting for them, captured 
and held in specially built forts by fellow Afiicans. Of 
these African slave-traders most were tribal leaders or 
their intermediaries, precisely because power was 
needed to sustain such a constant supply of human 
captives. Nor were their requirements modest: 

Iron, copper and brass were used as currency, silks from 
India, refined metalware and texales from England . . . all 
these and more besides were disgorged from the slave 
ships into the maw of the African slave-trading systems, 
quickly spreading throughout the interior . . . Europeans 
had to provide African traders with what they required 
for their slaves.59 

From this extract, it is clear that A6ican slave-trades 
had expensive taste, and, what is more, specific 
requirements. One anonymous contemporary 
source bemoaned: 'if your warehouses are not kept 
constantly supplied with all sorts of goods, your 
presenB and power are to no c ~ n s e q u e n c e . ' ~  And 
if we find it &cult to picture a set of Wedgwood 

basins sitting comfortably in an Aliican interior, it 
may be learnt that 'African slave dealers, whether 
traditional chiefs or private traders, were often highly 
Europeanised . . . Isert [a contemporary cornment- 
ator] was much impressed by the three storey rnan- 
sions of some of the rich slave dealers of Little 
P O ~ O . ' ~ '  Given what has been said of the social 
status of Afiicans involved in the slave trade, their 
taste for European luxuries and Liverpool's economic 
dependency on slave tradmg, it seems perfectly 
tenable that Wedgwood's customer was a slave- 
trader who would ultimately pay for the goods w t h  
human capital. 

And whilst these inconsistencies partly reflected the 
lack of public awareness before the Society for the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade was established in 1787, 
they may also be seen as symptoms of a wider disregard 
for the now much-debated 'conflict' between philan- 
thropy and commerce. For instance, in the same way 
that the freed slave Ignatius Sancho marketed his 
London grocery with a trade-card portraying black 
slaves gathering in tobacco, during the mass boycott of 
West Indlan sugar in the early 1790s, Wedgwood as an 
individual helped to promote the campaign, whilst 
Wedgwood 'the businessman' continued to produce 
copious numbers of sugar 

Conclusion 

Though the abolition of the slave trade was not 
carried through Parliament until 1807 (with slavery 
itself remaining lawful in the British colonies until 
1833), the medallion formed an integral part of the 
Society's publicity m a t e d  throughout this twenty- 
year campaign, and in these modest terms it was an 
extremely successhl object. As we recall, Clarkson 
claimed the medallions were so wdely distributed 
that 'the taste for wearing them became general', so 
much so in fact that he credited them with having 
been instrumental in 'turning the attention of our 
countrymen to the case of the injured f i c a n s ,  and 
of procuring a warm interest in their fa~our . '~ '  
Whilst it might usually be sensible to treat such 
memoirs with caution, in this case the material 
evidence is sufficient to trust Clarkson's words. 
The medallions were still being worn in 1791 
when Erasmus Darwin used the image of the slave 
to itlustrate his &&nu Garden,64 whilst T. J. Hollins 
& Sons plagiarized the design for commercial ends 
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[7] and yet another manufacturer produced a brass 
medal of a similar design [lo]. Some time later. 
both the image and wordmg appeared again in a 
somewhat corrupted guise: on a medallion produced 
for the women's abolition movement that flourished 
in Britain in the 1830s [ll]; on a venion made by 
Sivres for the French market which read 'Ne suis je 
pas un homme, un hire?'; and yet more recently, 
on a modem venion worn by participants in the 
American Civil Rights Movement in the late 1950s. 
Less seriously, the image was also satirized by an 
anonymous caricaturist in the 17905 [12] and again 
by George Cruikshank in the 1820~.~' Though it is 
not possible to discuss this material in more decarl 
here, that there was such an extensive range of 
related, derivative objects proves that the medal- 
lion's visual penetration went deep, and that it was 
never simply a fashion item. On the contrary, as one 
recent historian has noted, it may fiirly be described 
as one of the lingering images of the abolition 
movement: Fig 11. Women's medallion of  the 1830s 

Abolition was driven forward by massive public agitation, 
in print, in crowded local meetings and through a visual 

- - - -  - -  

and material culture of anti-slavery; in pictures, prints, 
plaques, medallions and pottery. Some of that material lefi 
a permanent mark on the collective British memory, 

Fig 10. Bnss medal of the 1790s Fig 12. 77w Rabbiu. An anonymous pnnt of 1792 
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notably the p h  of the Liverpool slave ship . . . and but was recaptured and imprisoned m a ship on the T h u n a ,  
Wedgwood's rnedallion of the kneeling skve--'Am I not whereupon he committed suiade. M e ; m a c .  ~rwmlro, a 

a Man and a Brother?& phy first performed in 1688, told the story of an emlaved 
%can prince. To& the end of the eighteenth century the 
script was revired to cornmumute a more cxphcitly anti- 
shverv m r m m .  - 
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